Abstract. This paper proposes an original guaranteed interval-based method to solve an Initial Value Problem (IVP) for ordinary differential equations (ODE). Our method uses the geometrical properties of the vector field given by the ODE and a state space discretization to compute an enclosure of the trajectories set that verifies the IVP problem.
INTRODUCTION
Guaranteed integration is an elementary component for the study of dynamical systems and has been an important subject of research the last decades [1] . It is used from guaranteed system simulation [2] to the computation of viability kernel [3] .
In this paper, we propose a method to solve guaranteed integration problems which is orthogonal to literature as we will not use the Picard operator nor any interval counterpart of integration method (Euler [4] , Runge-Kutta [5] or Taylor [6] ). The first section formalizes the problem; then the notion of pathbubble and new contractors are introduced; a method to solve the problem is presented; and a final section shows how the algorithm can be used on two test-cases.
FORMALIZATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let consider a Box Initial Value Problem (BIVP) S defined by the following equation:
where x(t) ∈ R n is the state vector and f : R n → R n is the evolution function of S and where [t 0 ] is an interval and [x 0 ] is a box. We can note that both here time and initial condition are uncertain.
Problem We want to find the set S of points solution of (1) such that:
where Φ is the flow map ofẋ = f(x).
Hypothesis We know a search box [r] of R n such that for all x(t) solution of the BIVP, ∀t, x(t) ∈ [r].
PATHBUBBLE AND PROPAGATION CONTRACTORS
We introduce now the pathbubble object which is composed of three set : a bubble X which is a compact of R n , an input set I ⊂ ∂X and an output set O ⊂ ∂X where ∂X is the boundary of X. A pathbubble will be noted (X, I, O) and is a mathematical objects that will be used to support paths. 
Fig. 1 illustrates a pathbubble with its input set (in red) and output set (in blue). Dashed orange paths are incompatible with this pathbubble because they enter or leave the pathbubble in a wrong sense whereas the plain orange path.
Let Q be a paving of R n . We can define two contractors that will be applied to the pathbubble (X, I, O), where X ∈ Q, in order to contract I and O.
Continuity propagation contractor This contractor has the property to match the input set (I) of a pathbubble to the output sets (O) of its neighbor pathbubbles.
where S X is the set (input or output) associated with the pathbubble (X, I, O) and N(X) are the neighbor pathbubbles of X i.e. N(X) = {Y ∈ Q|X ∩ Y ∅ or singleton}. Fig. 2 shows an example of a pathbubble continuity contraction.
Flow contractor This contractor propagate the input set I of a pathbubble to its output set according to the geometrical direction given by the cone of consistent trajectories, f(X) which can be computed using interval arithmetics, and do also the backward operation (output to input). The corresponding contraction is: Fig. 3 shows the principle of a pathbubble flow contraction.
METHOD
In this section, we will provide an algorithm to solve our BIVP. Algorithm We propose the following algorithm to compute an enclosure of I:
1. Cover R n with a paving Q. 2. For each X of Q, initialize the pathbubble with I = ∂X and O = ∂X except for paving that intersects the initial condition which will be initialized with I = ∂X and O = ∅. 3. For each pathbubble, apply the continuity contractor to match neighbor pathbubble output sets (O) to the pathbubble input set (I). 4. For each pathbubble, apply the flow propagation contractor. 5. Go to step 3 until a fix point is reached i.e. output and input sets of any pathbubble stay identical by applying contractors. 6. Bisect all boxes of Q associated with a non-empty pathbubble (i.e. I and O ∅).
Go to Step 3.
We can notice that the main idea of the method is that following vector field directions is sufficient to compute an outer approximation set. By introducing the time variable as a component of the state vector, we can generalize the approach: in the following test-case section, we will use this point of view.
TEST-CASES
In this section, we will illustrate our algorithm on two test-cases. We used a single core i5-2520M CPU@2.50GHz processor for all the computation. To solve our BIVP, we will use here a pathbubble where X is a box which can be represented on a computer.
Simple function integration
The first problem we will consider is to solve the following systeṁ 
Car on the hill problem
Consider the car on the hill problem [7] given by the following equation:
x 2 = −9.81 sin( 
which corresponds to the evolution of a car on a hill (see Fig. 5 ). We started the car at the initial condition 1] and stopped the algorithm after 18 iterations which takes less than 11 seconds. Fig. 5 shows the result of the algorithm in the state space. Due to uncertainty of the initial condition, we can see that there is two possibilities for the car when it arrives at the last third hill: to continue ahead and exit the figure or falls back into the valley toward an equilibrium. We can see, on Fig. 5 , that our method is able to separate the two possible trajectories of the car. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to compute an enclosure set of paths that verify a Box Initial Valued Problem for Ordinary Differential Equation.
The main idea of our method is to follow the geometrical directions given by the vector field of the ODE. Whereas existing approaches which need a discretization of time, our method is only based on a discretization of the space state. The principle of our method has been illustrated on the guaranteed integration of the car on the hill problem and on a sinusoidal function.
